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silly robots in BB’s Bot Shop,
All different shapes with antennas on top.
Along came David with a dollar to spend,
Bought a silly robot to be his friend.
Clink, clank, zip, zoom, pop!
How many robots were still in the shop?

6 − 1
silly robots in BB’s Bot Shop,
All different shapes with antennas on top.
Along came Akiko with a dollar to spend,
Bought a silly robot to be her friend.
Clink, clank, zip, zoom, pop!
How many robots were still in the shop?

5 − 1
silly robots in BB’s Bot Shop,
All different shapes with antennas on top.
Along came Corey with a dollar to spend,
Bought a silly robot to be his friend.
Clink, clank, zip, zoom, pop!

How many robots were still in the shop?

4 − 1
silly robots in BB’s Bot Shop,
All different shapes with antennas on top.
Along came Amber with a dollar to spend,
Bought a silly robot to be her friend.
Clink, clank, zip, zoom, pop!
How many robots were still in the shop?

3 − 1
silly robots in BB’s Bot Shop,
All different shapes with antennas on top.
Along came Lin with a dollar to spend,
Bought a silly robot to be his friend.
Clink, clank, zip, zoom, pop!
How many robots were still in the shop?

\[2 - 1\]
silly robot in BB’s Bot Shop,
All different shapes with antennas on top.
Along came Sofia with a dollar to spend,
Bought a silly robot to be her friend.
Clink, clank, zip, zoom, pop!
How many robots were still in the shop?
Zero! None! Not one!
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